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Abstract
Several obstacles remain for Biomedicine in reusing, disseminating and sharing specialized knowledge for information systems. The Biomedical
literature is inherently ambiguous, systems developers suffer from some idiosyncrasy and solipsism, and there is not an unique standard, to mention
just a few issues. The lack of integration among information systems, the so-called problem of interoperability, prevents Biomedical scientists to
meet the best levels of collaboration to advance biomedical science. Ontologies have been adopted in the biomedical field as tool to address the
massive volume of data produced each day during the last 30 or 20 years. In this paper, we emphasize the pursuit for solutions not only through
technological resources, since we believe that any effort should include well-stablished principles for modeling provided by the discipline of Applied
Ontology.
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Introduction
The term “Biomedical” dates back the 1920s and the term
“Biomedicine” arose ten years later. It took just a few more years
for Biomedicine came to be identified as a modern science, using
the expertise of the laboratory instead of being associated with the
clinical experience as in traditional medicine [1]. The first initiatives
towards standardization of Biomedical terminologies emerged in
the 1930s, designed to enable a clear understanding of specialized
terms on a worldwide scale [2]. Terminologies are employed for
knowledge representation in information systems with the aim of
associating terms of a scientific field, unifying and standardizing
the vocabulary for purpose of communication between experts.
Biomedical terminologies are a result of the need to manage the
burgeoning volume of information that have been produced within
Biomedicine.
In the 1980s, one can find the origin of large efforts to gather
biomedical terminologies within a unified framework. Several
approaches sought this unification by means of controlled

vocabularies, such as the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH),
the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) and a
comprehensive platform called the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS). Despite the significance of these pioneering efforts,
not enough attention has been devoted to some non-technical
relevant aspects, including the accuracy of the terms’ meaning
and classification rules. Furthermore, rather than be effective, this
growing number of Biomedical terminologies has caused many
problems, since there is no unique standard and terminologies
have included idiosyncrasy and solipsism borrowed from their
developers. In addition, the use of different terminologies alone is
enough to affect the data quality in different ways [3].
This paper aims to indicate some issues and remind of
alternatives that have been applied successfully for representing,
organizing, and retrieving knowledge in Biomedicine, namely,
ontologies. We clarify the term “ontology” and suggest an approach
based on the discipline of Applied Ontology.
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The terminological issues within the Biomedical
field
One can realize still today, with the advances of information
technology, several obstacles remain that are related to reuse,
disseminate and share truth knowledge. An indisputable issue
impacting Biomedical information systems is the inherent
ambiguity of medical literature used as source for knowledge
representation, which have been already identified since the last
30 years [4,5]. One of the first reasons for this situation is the
creation of definitions for medical terms mainly based in earlier
medical dictionaries resulting in informal, circular and inconsistent
definitions [6,7]. This sort of definition can, at most, be suitable for
people, but not for the modern automated reasoning information
systems used within the scope of the Semantic Web.
Indeed, the size, complexity, and importance of the Biomedical
domain require consistent representation of specialized terms
one that allow automated reasoning and systems integration
in a level usually called interoperability. An alternative widely
accepted for knowledge representation in Biomedicine is the use
of principles based on philosophical foundations. Specialized terms
in information systems vocabulary can be logically defined free of
ambiguities and overlaps, within a structure called “ontology” [8,9].

How ontologies can address the Biomedical
terminological issues?

Ontologies have been adopted in the Biomedical field as
an alternative to address the massive volume of data produced
each day since the last years of 1990s [10,11]. The meaning of
term “ontology” is overloaded, but ontology has at least two

main meanings: in philosophy, it is a metaphysical discipline
that approaches what exists and how things are related one each
other; in Computer and Information Science, ontology means
a software engineering artifact [12] which includes translating
natural language into axioms within a knowledge based-system.
In the scope of the latter, ontology supports machine-readable
representations of the context aimed at automatic reasoning,
since it is the core knowledge repository for Artificial Intelligence.
The discipline called “Applied Ontology” has encompassed both
aforementioned meanings in introducing philosophical principles
in the activity of creating rigorous information systems models.

Despite we are not able to demonstrate all power of ontologies
in Figure 1 we depicts a recent ontological scheme for gynecology
and obstetrics specialties, still in an early and informal format,
which outline embryo and pre-embryo stages. This scheme is part
of OntoNeo [13] before the knowledge formalization required
by ontology methodologies. Even in a earlier phase, it exhibits
interesting properties of ontologies. As one can see, the terms inside
rectangles are accompanied by labels, for example, BFO, FMA, GO.
These labels stand for, respectively, Basic Formal Ontology [14],
Foundation Model of Anatomy [15] and Gene Ontology [16]. While
the first one is a top-level generic ontology for purposes of toplevel modeling, the second and the third are biomedical ontologies
already stable, under scrutiny by scientific community for more
than one decade. Thus, one can expect they have accumulated
some consensual expertise within their field, in addition to follow
methodologies of Applied Ontology that guarantees their suitability
for XXI century information systems.

Figure 1: Embryo and pre-embryo stages, in the development of OntoNeo (knowledge acquisition).

Final remarks
Issues regarding the lack lack of interoperability among
Biomedical information systems are still common, and they
continue to hamper the collaboration and, eventually, the advance of
Biomedical science. Ontologies take into consideration a complete
framework for addressing terminological issues since they gather
together, on the one hand, the most recent technologies provided by
web-based inference engines; and, on the other hand, a strong set of

theoretical principles, provided by philosophy, to reduce the effects
of human idiosyncrasy in information systems.
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